
Panorama™ Digital Air Fryer
Infused with groundbreaking technology, the Panorama 7-Quart Digital Air Fryer showcases state-of-
the-art bladeless fan technology, offering an unprecedented view of the entire cooking process from top 
to bottom. It is not just a kitchen appliance; it’s a testament to culinary excellence, innovation, and the 
joy of cooking. Available in second half of 2024 in a variety of colors.

For more information, press releases & review units: Rita Lee, 
gourmia@copernio.com • Tel. 714.891.3660 • Cell:  562.688.8621
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Versia™ All-In-One Air Fryer, Grill, Panini 
Maker, and Multicooker
The multi-functional Versia combines the most 
popular cooking technologies into one single 
appliance. It revolutionizes meal preparation for 
busy cooks while streamlining kitchen counter 
space. Whether air frying, grilling, making a panini, 
or slow cooking, this unit comes with 14 functions 
that allow users to cook various foods with just one 
touch.  Available in 2H 2024.

SoftSnap™ Soft-Serve Ice Cream Maker
The SoftSnap is the world’s first all-in-one at-home 
soft-serve ice cream maker with a built-in cooling 
system. It can make not only soft-serve ice cream 
but also sorbet, yogurt, or frozen drinks. All you 
have to do is follow a simple two-step process: add 
ingredients, then press a button - the unit does the 
rest!  Available in the 2H 2024.

New Products from the Leader in Innovation



GAF789 Fry’ N Fold Digital Air Fryer
The GAF789 Fry’ N Fold combines healthy cooking and convenient storage. It air fries 
to crispy perfection using FryForce 360° Technology™without a drop of fatty oil and 10 
One-Touch Cooking Presets. It then easily folds within itself for easy storage. Delivering 
high innovation, performance, and value, it is the perfect for cooks of all abilities.

GPB3125 Digital Blender
The Gourmia Digital Blender can tackle any blending challenge with ease. It has 8 blend 
programs, featuring popular drinks like smoothies, spreads, and frozen drinks. Each 
program was designed with strategic pulses and pauses for superior results. Users can 
choose from 4 distinct speeds + pulse. 

GTF1150 4-Slide Toaster Oven Air Fryer
The GTF1150 is powered by Fry Force 360° Technology™, which cooks food quickly 
and evenly with up to 80% less fat! Its 11 cooking functions allow users to air fry, bake, 
dehydrate, and more. With the GTF1150, you can easily and quickly prepare a 9” pizza 
or 4 slides of bread at one time.

GAF824 8-Quart Digital Air Fryer
The unit features 12 one-touch cooking presets, an extra-large 8-quart square basket, a 
glass window, and interior light, enabling chefs to watch their food while cooking. Its 
FryForce 360 Technology™ fries food to crispy perfection without a drop of fatty oil, 
perfect for people who want to cook healthier meals at home

GJ1455 Whole Fruit Extraction Digital Juicer
This juicer has a powerful 800-watt motor, 6 digital speeds, a pulse mode, an extra-wide 
chute, a 36 oz juice pitcher, and a large pulp to juice all sorts of produce. Its unique Self-
Clean Cycle combines the included click-in brush and the micro-mesh to clean the juicer 
and dispose waste into the pulp container.

GCM4240 All-In-One Espresso Maker
Become a barista in your own home and easily brew your favorite beverages, from 
espressos and cappuccinos to lattes and Americanos, using this All-In-One Espresso 
Maker. It comes with a powerful 15-bar pump, a removable 1.2L water reservoir, an 
integrated milk frother, overheat and overpressure protection, and an auto-clean cycle.

GTF7520 6-Slide Toaster Oven Air Fryer
The French Door GTF7520 accommodates 6 slices of bread, a whole 12” pizza, and 
even an entire chicken. It has a viewing window for at-a-glance monitoring; its FryForce 
360° Technology circulates air without needing oil, and the 19 one-touch presets allow 
users to make healthy meals for families and friends quickly and easily.

For more information, press releases & review units: Rita Lee, 
gourmia@copernio.com • Tel. 714.891.3660 • Cell:  562.688.8621

Current Gourmia Products Available for Review
Gourmia’s innovative kitchen electrics are available at retailers including Walmart, Costco, Target, 
Macy’s, Kohl’s, Amazon and more.
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